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Multiple choice exercise. There is only one correct solution. Mark it.  
 
Libel-Part 2 

 
An issue that often arises with libel is regards to entertainment situations, such as those 
done …..1…… parodies or editorials. Even if the statements communicated prove to 
be ….2…., as long as they are done for the purpose of entertainment and are the 
opinion of the creator, cannot be subjected to punishment …..3……. libel laws.  
 
In recent years, situations involving libel and the internet have become the focus of libel 
law ….4……...   . Libel on the internet, also known as …….5…….., has become a 
growing concern in recent memory.  
 
The fact is that anything that is done on the internet, such as messages or comments on 
chat boards, blogs, and websites are all considered forms of ……6……. Therefore, any 
comment or statement that is considered to be libel will fall …7…… the extent of the law 
due to such statements or comments being considered as published.  
 
1.  A. within B. in  C. through   
2*.  A. fictitious B. legal fiction C. fictional 
3.  A. under B. according to C. by  
4.  A. appliances B. applications C. usage  
5.  A. netlibel  B. online-libel C. cyberlibel  
6.  A. journalism B. fiction  C. publication  
7.  A. within B. out of C. apart from  
 
Many instances of libel have involved regular citizens making comments on certain 
products made by specific companies. In many cases, these comments proved to 
be  ….8……. or exaggeration of facts. If the person making the statement failed to prove 
that such comment is being made as an opinion, many companies could then …..9….. 
compensation as a result of libel charges.  
 
Libel and Public Figures – It is not uncommon for public figures, such as famous actors, 
celebrities, and government officials to be those most subject to experiencing libel. As a 
legal right, public figures can …10…… compensation for damages done for libel.  
 
However, in many …..11……, the standards to proving libel for public figures may be 
held higher than in the case of regular citizens. Public figures do not only need to prove 
that the statements made are false, but also are done with ……..12……. intent.  
 
Source:libels.law.com 

 
8.  A. a misrepresentation B. defamation C. litotes  
9. 10.  A. hand in  B. seek C. require  
11.  A. jurisdictions B. proceedings C. cases  
12.  A. vicious B. malicious C. hostile  
 
*Fictional tends to be used in talking about fiction in the sense of creative writing: Alice in Wonderland is a fictional character 

created by the mathematician Charles Dodgson. Fictitious tends to carry a negative connotation and is used to denote fiction 

associated with dishonesty: The man used a fictitious resumé to obtain the job. 
 
Key 
1. c 2. a 3. a 4. b 5c 6. c 7. a 8. a 9. 10. b 11. a 12. b  


